ISO 27001

Eon IT— ISMS Offerings
HELPING CUSTOMERS GETTING MOST OF ISMS
We believe in providing hardcore consultancy which actually
brings value to the business and not to help you get

Trainings

a rubber stamp of ISO 27001

Eon IT is proud to have delivered IRCA certified ISO
27001 courses in Oman. We have a pool of qualified
and experienced trainers available to deliver hands on

Information security flaws can result in escalating financial losses and wreak havoc with

Why Eon IT
 Team of hard core consultants
 Work with you not for you
 Practical knowledge
 Innovative Methodologies

training to our customers.

business operations. ISO/IEC 27001:2005 standard for information security management
systems can help organizations plug existing leaks and prevent future threats that can

ISO 27001 Readiness Assessment

prove to be extremely damaging and harmful.

This provides information as to how an organization’s

Eon IT flexible Offerings
matching your business needs

current practices compare to ISO 27001 certification
requirements. Eon IT perform this just before an organization is ready for the final audit.

 Focus on knowledge transfer
A to Z Consulting

Fast track 27001

As the name suggest, in this approach Eon IT

Eon IT’s Fast track 27001 service make certifi-

We provide a comprehensive assessment based on

consultants would implement ISMS with a fixed

cation easy and approachable for you. We

ISO 27005. Risk Assessment is the fundamental part

scope and perform all the activities to imple-

provide hassle free, high speed and value for

of ISO 27001 and also for Business Continuity Plan-

ment ISO 27001 in your organization.

money consulting with guaranteed certification.

ning, which is another very strong area of Eon IT

With our experience of working very closing

This unique service removes the needs for

with ISO 27001 standard, we have developed a

your organization to invest significant time,

Nine Step consulting package which deliver the

money and efforts in researching and acquiring

core essence of this standard in a very user

skill –set necessary to do this all on your own.

friendly way.

Risk Assessment

Certificate Maintenance
ISO 27001 certification is not a one time activity, it’s a
continuous improvement program. Eon IT certification
maintenance services will provide effective methodology to improve existing ISMS by incorporating latest
tools, guidelines and practices in the existing system .

Scope Extension
We work on deep technical level to implement controls and ensure ISMS brings value to you

Eon IT provides comprehensive and easy approach for

Our Consulting Approach : Fact | Specific | Risk based | Continual Improvement

extension of existing certification scope to cover major
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aspects of Information security in your organization. A

